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These Things Happen *
Greg Fleet

For 25 years Greg Fleet has been one of Australia's best
known and loved comedians. For the same period he's had
a drug habit that has delivered him comedy and tragedy in
equal parts. These Things Happen is Fleet's hilarious,
heartbreaking account of the life-or-death battle for his soul.
On the high road: a genius wit and prodigious work ethic
takes him from NIDA and Neighbours to acclaim and
adoration on stand-up stages all over the world. On the low
road: a yearning for true love mutates in the maelstrom of
addiction and leads to an extraordinary downward spiral
featuring faked and near deaths, a six-month romance with
ice, rock bottom and, just maybe, redemption. Greg Fleet
weaves the most mesmeric of memoirs. Part sweet poison,
part guilty pleasure, from first gentle kiss to hate-fuelled
wrecking ball. These things happen.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Memoirs

9781743537916

$34.99

The Blue Ducks' Real Food *

Darren Robertson & Mark La Brooy
Professional chefs, wannabe farmers and flavour seekers,
Darren Robertson and Mark LaBrooy are passionate about
growing, sourcing and making their own food. In this quirky
and fresh take on cooking with wholefoods, Mark and
Darren share more than 80 delicious recipes, based around
whole grains, free-range meat, sustainable seafood, fresh
vegetables and fruit, and nuts and seeds. All of their dishes
are bursting with flavour, colour and goodness: salt and
pepper calamari with black garlic aioli; beef short rib curry;
shaved zucchini salad with parmesan, macadamia and
pumpkin seeds; and banana tarte tatin with lime ice cream.
The book also features a series of how-to sections, showing
you how easy it is to create your own basics from scratch.
The Blue Ducks' Real Food is colourful and fun, and will
get you excited about using these amazing ingredients in
your own kitchen to create delicious and nourishing meals.

Plum • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

9781743533246

$39.99

The Little Book of Calm Colouring: Portable Relaxation
David Sinden and Victoria Kay
Alleviate anxiety and soothe all stress with The Little Book
of Calm Colouring from David Sinden and Victoria Kay,
the perfectly-formed sought-after antidote to a busy life.
Beautifully hand-illustrated and thoughtfully designed to be
the perfect size for portability, you can now take colouring
art therapy with you wherever you go. With beautiful antistress designs on quality paper, this gorgeous colouring
book will help your creativity flourish. Take a short relaxing
breather from your day to colour the calming images and
feel inspired by the poignant quotations that accompany
each elegant artwork. *July release

Macmillan • PB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781509814220

$16.99

The Narcissist You Know *
Jo Burgo

Are there people in your life who dominate every social
situation or work meeting? In their presence, do you feel
ignored, insignificant and even humiliated? If so, chances
are that you are dealing with a narcissist. Extreme
narcissists make up 5 per cent of the population.
Chances are, you have a best friend, partner, mother, or
boss who is a narcissist. Narcissists do not empathise;
there is no give and take; they never admit mistakes.
Narcissists deplete the confidence of those around them
in order to stay on top. If you have one in your life, you
need help. With more than thirty years of experience
studying personality disorders and treating extreme
narcissists, Dr Joseph Burgo has developed a useful
guidebook to help you defuse hostile situations and
survive assaults on your self-esteem should you ever find
yourself in an extreme narcissist's orbit.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781743533086

$29.99

The Mediterranean Diet Cookbook *
Dr Catherine Itsiopoulos

The Mediterranean Diet is the diet to end them all.
Scientifically backed by decades of rigorously peerreviewed research, the results of the Mediterranean Diet
speak for themselves. From longevity and sustained
weight-loss, to the prevention of heart disease and
dementia, for long, happy life of healthy eating, the
Mediterranean Diet is the one to follow. Gorgeously
photographed, this companion to Dr Catherine
Itsiopoulos' The Mediterranean Diet features the latest
research on the benefits of the diet, clear instructions on
how to fast safely and effectively, mythbusting on food
fads and 'superfoods' and more than 80 all-new delicious
recipes the whole family will enjoy. Sustainable and
satisfying, The Mediterranean Diet Cookbook is a
celebration of good health and hearty eating.

Macmillan Australia • PB • Fitness & Diet

9781743533185

$34.99

Creative Sensations: Zendoodle Coloring
Julia Snegireva
A coloring book for adults that promotes creativity and
stress relief.

St Martin's Press • PB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781250086488

$16.99

Calming Swirls: Zendoodle Colouring

Underbelly: Where the Bodies are Buried

Nikolett Corly

John Silvester and Andrew Rule

A coloring book for adults that promotes creativity and
stress-relief.

St Martin's Press • PB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781250086495

$19.99

It's the missing link - the story that ties the Underbelly
cast of characters to a series of unsolved crimes that have
taunted police and haunted victims' families for decades.
That includes at least three brazen heists totalling
$6million - and four murders as dark and as daring as any
in the history of Australian organised crime. The story
comes from an old friend of Underbelly identity Carl
Williams, the one-time suburban burglar who became the
powerful drug dealer and gang boss who started the
gangland war to avenge himself on his underworld
enemies, the Carlton Crew. Jock wasn't a crook but he
knew plenty of them: he was a favourite of Tony Mokbel's
back when Mokbel carefully cultivated contacts in sports
he could bet on. Mokbel will die in jail and Williams and his
violent henchmen Dino Dibra and 'Benji' Veniamin were
both shot dead. But Jock has lived to tell the tale of where
the bodies are buried. This is it.

Floradale Productions • PB • True Crime

9780980717068

A Dog's Gift

Sinatra

Bob Drury

J. Randy Taraborrelli

A decade ago, former military counterintelligence officer
Terry Henry joined his precocious young daughter, Kyria,
on a trip to a nursing home in order to allow its residents to
play with their family dog, a golden retriever named Riley.
Terry was astounded by the transformations that unfolded
before his eyes. Soon after, Terry and Kyria started their
service dog organization, paws4people, with the goal of
pairing dogs with human beings in need of healing,
including traumatized and wounded war veterans and
children living with physical, emotional, and intellectual
disabilities. In A Dog's Gift, award-winning journalist and
author Bob Drury movingly captures the story of a year in
the life of paws4people and the broken bodies and souls
the organization mends.

Rodale • TPB • Dogs As Pets

9781623366940

$29.99

$22.95

Frank Sinatra was one of the most influential entertainers
the world had ever seen. He was also one of the most
complex - generous, a loyal friend, a champion of causes,
a devoted son and father, unpredictable, a loud-mouthed
tough guy and a womaniser. What drove the skinny kid
with a voice and a dream from an Italian neighbourhood in
New Jersey to become an international superstar and one
of the most important cultural figures of the twentieth
century? Written by acclaimed biographer J. Randy
Taraborrelli, Sinatra is based on in-depth research,
including hundreds of interviews. From the women he
loved, including Ava Gardner, Mia Farrow, Marilyn Monroe
and Elizabeth Taylor to his ties to the Rat Pack, from his
mob connections to his friendship with the Kennedys,
Frank's life was full of excitement, danger and passion.

Sidgwick & Jackson • TPB • Biography: General

9780283072055

$29.99

The Spiritual Child

Vivienne Westwood

Lisa Miller, PHD

Vivienne Westwood with Ian Kelly

In The Spiritual Child, psychologist Lisa Miller presents
the next big idea in psychology: the science and the power
of spirituality. She explains the clear, scientific link
between spirituality and health and shows that children
who have a positive, active relationship to spirituality: are
40% less likely to use and abuse substances are 60% less
likely to be depressed as teenagers are 80% less likely to
have dangerous or unprotected sex have significantly
more positive markers for thriving including an increased
sense of meaning and purpose, and high levels of
academic success.

Macmillan • TPB • Advice On Parenting

9781509812127

$32.99

David Middleton’s League-o-pedia
David Middleton

Picador • PB • Autobiography: General

9781447254140

$19.99

The Universe in Your Hand
Christophe Galfard

No one knows more about rugby league than David
Middleton. Fans and critics alike know him as 'The Guru'.
Now, finally, Middleton has opened his treasure-trove of
footy facts and yarns to answer just about every question
imaginable. His League-o-pedia covers the NRL, finals,
Origin and international football, revealing the best,
biggest, most, first, youngest, oldest, weirdest and much
more. This is, if you like, league's own Book of World
Records: part stats, part history, all entertaining. This is a
Stokehill Press publication.

Other • TPB • Sports & Outdoor Recreation

9780987564184

Vivienne Westwood is one of the icons of our age.
Fashion designer, activist, co-creator of punk, global brand
and grandmother; a true living legend. Her career has
successfully spanned five decades and her work has
influenced millions of people across the world. For the first
and only time, Vivienne Westwood has written a personal
memoir, collaborating with award-winning biographer Ian
Kelly, to describe the events, people and ideas that have
shaped her extraordinary life. Told in all its glamour and
glory, and with her unique voice, unexpected perspective
and passionate honesty, this is her story.

$29.95

Imagine if The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy were a
real handbook ... Internationally renowned astrophysicist
Christophe Galfard takes us on a wonder-filled journey
through the past, present and future of the universe, a
journey into science fact. The Universe in Your Hand is a
popular science book that aims to explain Quantum
Mechanics, General Relativity and String Theory using
storytelling instead of graphs and equations. It transports
us to the surface of our dying Sun, flies us to distant
galaxies and puts us into the deathly grip of a Black Hole,
and explains the mysteries of physics in language that will
leave no reader behind.

Macmillan • TPB • Popular Science

9781447284093

$29.99

Judy & Liza & Robert & Freddie & David & Sue & Me...
Stevie Phillips

Jennifer Robins

The woman who took care of Judy Garland, held Liza
Minnelli's wedding to Peter Allen in her living room and
dealt with Burt Reynolds as well as many other celebrities
tells all... No star burned more ferociously than Judy
Garland. And nobody witnessed Garland's ferocious talent
at closer range than Stevie Phillips. During the "Mad Men"
era, Stevie Philips was a young woman muscling her way
into the manscape of Manhattan's glittering office towers.
After a stint as a secretary, she began working for the
legendary duo of Freddie Fields and David Begelman at
MCA under the glare of Lew Wasserman.When MCA blew
apart, Fields and Begelman created CMA and Stevie went
along. Fields convinced Garland to come on board and
Stevie became, as she puts it, "Garland's shadow", putting
out fires - figurative and literal - in order to get her to the
next concert in the next down-and-out town.

St Martin's Press • HB • Memoirs

9781250065773

$39.99

The Easy Vegan Cookbook
Kathy Hester

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery For Specific Diets & Conditions

$24.99

Our Story

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

9781624141324

$24.99

Peter O'Toole
Peter O'Toole was supremely talented, a unique leading
man and one of the most charismatic and unpredictable
actors of his generation. Described by Richard Burton as
'the most original actor to come out of Britain since the
war', O'Toole regularly seemed to veer towards selfdestruction. With the help of exclusive interviews with
colleagues and close friends, Robert Sellers paints the
first complete picture of this much loved man and reveals
what drove him to extremes, why he drank to excess and
hated authority. But it also describes a man who was
fiercely intelligent, with a great sense of humour and huge
energy. Always insightful, at times funny, at times deeply
moving, this is a fitting tribute to an iconic actor who made
a monumental contribution to theatre and cinema.

Sidgwick & Jackson • TPB • Biography: General

9780283072482

$32.99

Murder of a Messenger

Reginald Kray

Robin Grow

The Kray twins were Britain's most notorious gangsters.
Ruling London's underworld for more than a decade, as
gang lords they were among the most powerful and feared
men in the city. Photographed by David Bailey and even
interviewed for television, they became celebrities in their
own right and are infamous to this day. Ronnie and Reg's
reign of terror ended on 8 March 1969 when they were
sentenced to life with the recommendation that they serve
at least thirty years. Ronnie ended his days in Broadmoor
- his raging insanity only controlled by massive doses of
drugs. Reg served almost three decades in some of
Britain's toughest jails before being released on
compassionate grounds in August 2000. He died of cancer
eight months later.

Sidgwick & Jackson • PB • Biography: General

9781509811427

Being Paleo doesn't mean you have to skimp on the
comfort foods or foodie culture of Southern cuisine. In
Down South Paleo, Jennifer Robins, author of popular
blog Predominantly Paleo, offers Paleo-friendly takes on
Southern staples like Country-Fried Steak, Blackened
Catfish, Lump Crab Hushpuppies, Chicken and Waffles
and more. Robins' perfected Paleo approach will keep
your cooking healthy AND keep you from missing out on
the comfort foods often restricted from the Paleo diet. In
true Southern, comfort-food style, these Paleo twists will
have you putting the extra "m" in Mmmmm and saying
"Y'all" like the locals in no time.

Robert Sellers

Bestselling author Kathy Hester hits the bulls-eye with a
brand new cookbook to solve a big vegan dilemma: how to
make vegan food that is fast, easy and lip-smackingly
delicious. The Easy Vegan Cookbook, packed with 80
recipes, is a must-have cookbook for vegans with families,
busy schedules, limited budgets, and hearty appetites for
healthy food that simply tastes good.

9781624141478

Down South Paleo

$19.99

It was the crime that shocked Melbourne in 1936. An
armed robbery of a teenage government messenger and
the brutal murder of his elderly unarmed escort. Three
known criminals were accused and tried four times but the
prosecution and the police could never positively prove
their guilt. The real-life violent Melbourne underworld in
the 1930s is portrayed, together with the machinations of
some fascinating characters in the legal, political and
media worlds.

Brolga • PB • True Crime

9781922175915

$24.99

The Utopia Experiment

Killing Lincoln

Dylan Evans

Bill O'Reilly and Martin Dugard

Imagine you have survived an apocalypse. Civilization as
you knew it is no more. What will life be like and how will
you cope? In 2006, Dylan Evans set out to answer these
questions. He left his job in a high-tech robotics lab,
moved to the Scottish Highlands and founded a
community called The Utopia Experiment. There, together
with an eclectic assortment of volunteers, he tried to live
out a scenario of global collapse, free from modern
technology and comforts. Within a year, Evans found
himself detained in a psychiatric hospital, shattered and
depressed, trying to figure out what had gone wrong.

Picador • PB • Society & Culture: General

9781447261308

$19.99

The anchor of The O'Reilly Factor recounts one of the
most dramatic stories in American history-how one
gunshot changed the country forever. In the spring of
1865, the bloody saga of America's Civil War finally comes
to an end after a series of increasingly harrowing battles.
President Abraham Lincoln's generous terms for Robert E.
Lee's surrender are devised to fulfill Lincoln's dream of
healing a divided nation, with the former Confederates
allowed to reintegrate into American society. But one man
and his band of murderous accomplices, perhaps reaching
into the highest ranks of the U.S. government, are not
appeased.

Henry Holt • PB • Biography: General

9781250012166

$19.99

Final Solution

Going to Hell in a Hen Basket

David Cesarani

Robert Alden Rubin

The Holocaust has never been so widely commemorated,
but our understanding of the accepted narrative has rarely,
if ever, been questioned. David Cesarani's sweeping
reappraisal challenges accepted explanations for the antiJewish politics of Nazi Germany and the inevitability of the
'Final Solution'. The persecution of the Jews was not
always the Nazis' central preoccupation, nor was it an
inevitable process. Cesarani also reveals that in Germanoccupied countries it unfolded erratically, often due to local
initiatives. Ghettos were improvised while the mass
shooting of Jews during the invasion of Russia owed as
much to the security situation as to anti-semitism. In this
new interpretation, war is critical to the Jewish fate.

Macmillan • TPB • European History

9780230768918

$29.99

Island of Dreams

St Martin's Press • HB • Language: Reference & General

9781250066275

$24.99

Sins of the Mother

Dan Boothby

Irene Kelly

Dan Boothby had been drifting for more than twenty years,
without the pontoons of family, friends or a steady
occupation. He was looking for but never finding the
perfect place to land. Finally, unexpectedly, an opportunity
presented itself. After a lifelong obsession with Gavin
Maxwell's Ring of Bright Water trilogy, Boothby was given
the chance to move to Maxwell's former home, a tiny
island on the western seaboard of the Highlands of
Scotland. Island of Dreams is about Boothby's time living
there, and about the natural and human history that
surrounded him; it's about the people he meets and the
stories they tell, and about his engagement with this
remote landscape, including the otters that inhabit it.
Interspersed with Boothby's own story is a quest to better
understand the mysterious Gavin Maxwell.

Picador • HB • Travel Writing

9781509800759

An illustrated dictionary of contemporary malapropisms,
playfully explained. Delighting in the creative misuse of
words and celebrating the verbal flubs that ignore the
conventions of standard English, Robert Alden Rubin
provides an illustrated dictionary of contemporary
malapropisms. Everyone has made the mistake of using a
word or phrase that they think sounds sort of right, but
isn't. Rubin collects his favorite malapropisms in a gift
book that's perfect for bookworms and wordsmiths.

$32.99

Irene Kelly was brought up in poverty and abused by her
mammy from an early age. But home life was still better
than the time she spent in one of Dublin's industrial
orphanages. In that harsh regime she was beaten and
sexually assaulted. Set to work in the nursery, she saw the
nuns treat the babies with horrifying cruelty. As an adult
those experiences haunted Irene. When she fell in love
with Matt, who was fighting his own demons, they moved
to England for a new start. They wanted their daughter
Jennifer to have a better life, but in trying to protect her by
hiding their past they only succeeded in pushing her away.
Until, one day, Irene had a phone call from Ireland that
changed everything ...

Pan • PB • Biography & True Stories

9781447291534

$19.99

Birding for the Curious

After Cancer Care

Nate Swick

Gerald Lemole, MD, Dwight McKee, MD, Pallav Mehta, MD

This book isn't for a birder. It's for the huge audience of
people who hike, maybe have bird feeders, and generally
enjoy nature. With this book, the naturalist will discover an
incredible and rewarding new adventure in the beautiful
world of birds. The book is packed with easy and fun
activities and information about birds, how to find them
and their part in the nature around us. The information in
this book will not only help you identify and learn more
about birds, but you'll have a blast doing it.

St Martin's Press • HB • Wildlife: Birds & Birdwatching

9781624141188

$29.99

The comprehensive, evidence-based resource for a
robust, healthy, joyful life after cancer treatment After the
intense experience and range of emotion that comes with
surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy (or all three), cancer
patients often find themselves with little or no guidance
when it comes to their health post-treatment. After
Cancer Care, from Drs. Gerald Lemole, Pallav Mehta, and
Dwight McKee, is the much-needed authoritative,
approachable guide that fills this gap.

Rodale • TPB • Family & Health

9781623365028

$24.99

Tighten Your Tummy in 2 Weeks

The Thankful Heart

Ellington Darden, Ph.D

Richard Eyre and Linda Eyre

The proof is in the pictures: women with visibly tighter
tummies after 2 weeks and total-body transformations just
6 to 12 weeks later. Some 40 women tested the diet and
exercise program in Tighten Your Tummy in 2 Weeks
under the direction of author and fitness expert Ellington
Darden, PhD, who documented success stories in
remarkable before and after photographs. Readers can
expect results similar to Darden's test panel-waistline
reductions of several inches and up to 12 pounds of fat
loss in just 2 weeks.

Rodale • HB • Fitness & Diet

9781623365714

$34.99

We all know that an attitude of gratitude helps each day be
a little better. When times are difficult and challenges
abound, having a thankful heart is the catalyst for the
abundant life. The Thankful Heart, by #1 New York Times
best-selling authors Richard and Linda Eyre, is a gift book
filled with messages of gratitude and inspiring images for
even the most difficult day. This is a Familius
publication.

Exisle • HB • Family & Relationships

9781939629401

$29.99

The Ravenous Gown
Steffani Raff
In a world obsessed with outward appearances The Ravenous Gown inspires women of
all ages to discover the power within. This book of new fairy tales, turns the classic prettyprincess, damsel-in-distress, on its head and broadens the view of who women are and
what they can become. This is a Familius publication.

Exisle • PB • Traditional stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781 93962959 3

$19.99

DIY Canning
Rockridge Press
Step-by-step canning recipes for bold, fresh flavors all year long. Preserve nature's bounty
and enjoy seasonal ingredients throughout the year with over one hundred water-bath and
pressure canning recipes. Offering a mix of classic, creative, and modern flavor profiles,
DIY Canning makes it easy for novice and experienced canners alike to share in this timehonored cooking tradition.

Exisle • PB • Preserving & Freezing

9781 62315439 4

$24.99

DIY Kombucha
Katherine Green
Fresh, fragrant, and fizzy, home brewed kombucha tea is not only easy to make, it is
simply the best tasting, healthiest kombucha you've yet to try. DIY Kombucha will take
you steep-by-steep (and step-by-step) through the process of creating your own flavorful
probiotic powerhouse. This is a Rockridge Press publication.

Exisle • PB • Beverages

9781 62315475 2

$18.99

I-Power
George Dieter
We all too often look for happiness via relationships, success and recognition - all things
that lie outside ourselves. This approach is actually at the heart of why we end up
experiencing unhappiness and discontent. By implementing boundaries so that we take
responsibility only for ourselves, we learn that nobody can 'make' us feel or do anything;
only we are responsible for how we feel. The result is less interpersonal conflict and greatly
enhanced feelings of contentment and fulfilment.

Exisle • PB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781 92196683 5

$24.99

Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, and the Modern Revolution
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, and the Modern Revolution
explores the myriad ways in which social media has influenced, created, and exposed
some of the 21st century's most pivotal moments. From the early days of social networking
to the birth of the hashtag, the Arab Spring and its winter, the idea of the technoself and
the ways that technology has helped both individuals and groups shape their own identities
to the issues of privacy and permanency in a digital world, Social Media evaluates
everything from Twitter fails to the Occupy Wall Street movement to SnapChat, and how
the evolution of social media has impacted the evolution of society.

Exisle • PB • Digital Lifestyle

9781 94241144 4

$12.99

Secret Societies: Unmasking the Illuminati, Freemasons
and Knights Templar
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Secret Societies: Unmasking the Illuminati, Freemasons, & Knights
Templar explores the fascinating history of groups that operate slightly outside of the
mainstream-and just how far their influence extends. From Middle Ages and the formation
of the Knights Templar to the Skull & Bones society and its list of presidential members, to
the much speculated Illuminati influence over American politics and culture, to the
symbolism and influence of the Freemasons, Secret Societies delves into the myths, the
common misconceptions, and the actual histories of the groups that so titillate our
imaginations.

Exisle • PB • Freemasonry & Secret Societies

9781 94241150 5

$12.99

Voices of Black America: Martin Luther King, Jr. to Jay-Z
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Voices of Black America: Martin Luther King Jr. to Jay Z explores
African-American resistance and revolutionary practice from the Civil Rights Movement to
#BlackLivesMatter. Exploring a diversity of issues from the Voting Rights Act of 1965 to the
Nation of Islam, African liberation struggles to Black Feminism, Rodney King to Ferguson,
Voices of Black America explores and illuminates some of America's most talented and
provocative black voices.

Exisle • PB • Social & Cultural History

9781 94241137 6

$12.99

For Those with Empty Arms
Emily Harris Adams
After receiving the news that in vitro would be their only hope for biological children, awardwinning poet Emily Adams had to learn to live in a new world of needles, embarrassing
tests, long waiting periods, and expensive doctor's appointments. In this beautiful and
touching book of poems and essays, Emily Adams weaves a powerful and compassionate
story for any woman who is desperately trying to conceive but can't. This is a Familius
publication.

Exisle • PB • Poetry By Individual Poets

978 19396296 09

$19.99

DIY Fermentation
Katherine Green
Simple DIY ferments that prove homemade is always better. Fermentation has given us
some of the food world's most treasured delights, and with DIY Fermentation, making
delicious probiotic foods in your own kitchen has never been easier. Accessible overviews
of fundamental fermentation techniques and over 100 step-by-step recipes provide the
basic skills you will turn to again and again as you experiment with nourishing ferments at
home. This is a Rockridge Press publication.

Exisle • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

978 16231552 85

$24.99

Lessons From Great Gardeners
Matthew Biggs
Gardening is continually transformed and enhanced by great gardeners. This book profiles
40 of these remarkable figures - including Australia's own Jeremy Francis and New
Zealand's Bev McConnell - and explores how their work can be used to inspire and
instruct. Stories of their life and work are revealed together with practical hints and tips.
Packed with botanical illustrations of their signature plants, the book also includes stunning
photographs of twelve of the world's most iconic gardens.

Exisle • HB • Gardens (Descriptions, History Etc)

978 19219669 27

$34.99

Home Remedies Rx
Althea Press
Home Remedies Rx offers safe and effective treatments when you them most. Whether
you are battling insomnia, a headache, chapped lips, a bee sting, or acid reflux, Home
Remedies Rx offers tried-and-true solutions to help alleviate everyday aches and pains,
as well as tips for enhancing beauty and wellness. This is an Althea Press publication.

Exisle • PB • Popular Medicine & Health

978 16231548 20

$19.99

Crowdsourcing
Lightning Guides
From investor incentives, to detailed explorations of today's best funded campaigns, to a
complete guide for launching your next project, Crowdsourcing: Uber, Airbnb,
Kickstarter & The Distributed Economy provides a current, comprehensive introduction
to the art of raising capital in a 21st century economy. This is a Callisto Media
publication.

Exisle • PB • Reference, Information & Interdisciplinary Subjects

978 19424114 51

$12.99

Model T to Tesla: American Automotive Visionaries
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Model T to Tesla: American Automotive Visionaries tracks the
trajectory of one of America's biggest and most influential industries. Starting with Henry
Ford and his production line and moving through the World Wars, the emergence of the
Big Three, the financial crisis and government bailouts, and the power of the United
Automotive Workers Union, Model T to Tesla also delves into the role the automotive
industry has had in shaping cities (from Detroit to the urban sprawl of the suburbs), the
advent of alternative energy vehicles from Prius to Tesla, and the future of self-driving
cars.

Exisle • PB • Automotive Technology & Trades

978 19424113 90

$12.99

Titans of Tech: Edison to Gates
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Titans of Tech: Edison to Gates explores the curiosity, creativity and
improvement of American technology throughout the 20th and 21st century. Covering
some of technology's biggest names from Thomas Edison to Bill Gates, and examining
innovations ranging from Josephine Cochran's pragmatic invention of the dishwasher to
Tim Cook's cutting-edge Apple watch, Titans of Tech takes its reader on a 100-year
journey of technological revolution.

Exisle • PB • History Of Engineering & Technology

978 19424113 52

$12.99

Mars: Science Fiction to Colonization
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Mars: Science Fiction to Colonization explores how science fiction
has emerged into scientific fact as the prospect of colonizing Mars grows ever more
tangible. From modern technology borne straight from the pages of classic novels to the
Space Race, the first orbiter missions to the hypothesized underground hot houses that
might provide fresh vegetables to the first colonizers, Mars illuminates the possibility of
establishing an extraterrestrial human settlement. Mars covers rovers, orbiters, Mars,
NASA and other space agencies, Curiosity, fossils, HG Wells, Ray Bradbury, Sputnik,
Space Race, ExoMars, and Mars One, engineering, psychology, and culture.

Exisle • PB • Space Science

9781 94241141 3

$12.99

China: Mao's Republic to World Superpower
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' China: Mao's Republic to World Superpower looks at the emergence
of China as a major player in geopolitics, starting with Mao Zedong and the birth of the
People's Republic of China. China then examines the Great Leap Forward, the Cultural
Revolution, Deng Xiaoping's move to privatize the economy, the Four Modernizations, the
revolutions of 1989, the changing national identity, the tidal wave of production and its
attendant pollution and human rights issues, and ending with the Chinese Dream and
President Xi Jinping's vision for the future.

Exisle • PB • Asian History

9781 94241148 2

$12.99

Dr Dawn’s Guide to Weight and Diabetes

Cuba: The Mob, Castro, and the End of the Embargo
Lightning Guides
Lightning Guides' Cuba: The Mob, Castro, and the End of the Embargo explores Cuba's
complicated history and emergence from an era of economic isolation from the US.
Exploring America's relationship with Cuba, the many political forces that have shaped the
country's identity including communism, Batista, and The United Fruit Company; the
conflicted legacy of Che Guevara; and the current relationship between Fidel and Raul
Castro and President Obama, Cuba contextualizes what the future holds for the Pearl of
the Antilles.

Exisle • PB • Regional & National History

978 19424113 14

$12.99

Dr Dawn’s Guide to Women’s Health
Dr Dawn Harper
This book covers key areas of women's health, notably breast and reproductive health,
from the fertile years through to menopause. In addition to the normal menstrual cycle, it
also looks at medical problems specific to women. Topics include: breast cancer and
disease; menstrual problems; premenstrual syndrome; menopause; cystitis; chronic pelvic
pain; cervical screening; cervical cancer, polyps and erosions; endometriosis and
endometrial cancer; ovarian cancer and disease; and, sexual health.

Sheldon Press • PB • Women's Health

978 18470935 47

$18.99

Dr Dawn’s Guide to Heart Health

Dr Dawn Harper

Dr Dawn Harper

A comprehensive guide to help you understand why we put on weight! Popular media
doctor, Dawn Harper, explains our dietary needs at different stages of life, how metabolism
differs, and implications for our general health and wellbeing. There is a sensible look at
the role of diet and exercise, and a comprehensive chapter on diabetes. Dr Dawn
describes how even modest weight loss can affect your risk of developing other illnesses
such as heart disease, and even how long you can expect to live.

A one-stop shop for all things cardiac. Starting with an explanation of the cardiovascular
system's anatomy, it covers everything from high blood pressure and raised cholesterol to
angina and heart failure, abnormal heart rhythms, disease of the valves of the heart, and of
the peripheral blood vessels. Who is at risk, and what you can do to reduce your risks, are
also covered along with advice on lifestyle factors.

Sheldon Press • PB • Fitness & Diet

9781 84709356 1

$18.99

A Dysfunctional Family Portrait: Slipknot Photographs
Paul Harries
Following a hugely successful touring exhibition, Paul Harries has selected the best of his
stunning Slipknot photographs for a new book. Paul has enjoyed unparalleled access to
this most extraordinary band for almost 15 years."Slipknot is not always the easiest band
to capture in the true essence of photography and also not very easy to work with in the
photo environment," admits Shawn Crahan, aka Slipknot's Clown. "Paul Harries has
always been able to capture the band in its true form and has also been able to put up with
all our bullshit that surrounds us night and day." "Over the years, I've worked with Paul
several times and each time has resulted in some of the best shoots I've ever been a part
of. I've also come to consider him a friend" (Corey Taylor) "It has been great to be a part of
the Slipknot circus," says Paul.

Omnibus Press • PB • Music

9781 78305188 5

$29.99

101 Hits For Ukulele: The Red Book
Music Sales
Featuring 101 of the biggest hits ever, arranged for ukulele with melody line, chord
symbols, chord diagrams and lyrics. SONGS INCLUDE: The A Team (Ed Sheeran);
Chasing Pavements (Adele), Counting Stars (OneRepublic); Creep (Radiohead); Get
Lucky (Daft Punk); Happy (Pharrell Williams); Ho Hey (The Lumineers); How Long Will I
Love You (Ellie Goulding); Jolene (Dolly Parton); Pompeii (Bastille); Royals (Lorde);
Scarborough Fair (Traditional); Smile (Lily Allen); Sugar Man (Rodriguez); Video Games
(Lana Del Rey); Viva La Vida (Coldplay); Wake Me Up (Avicii). Plus 84 more.

Music Sales • PB • Techniques Of Music / Music Tutorials

9781 78305869 3

$24.99

Smart Blonde Dolly Parton
Stephen Miller
In this revised edition of his definitive biography of Dolly Parton, Stephen Miller has
updated his original book on the superstar. Going behind the larger-than-life image to
discover what makes Dolly tick, Miller gets to the core of a remarkable woman from a poor
East Tennessee background who made it in the male-dominated world of Sixties Nashville
and went on to build a respectable movie career. Talking to Dolly's family members,
musicians and producers, the author explores Dolly's private life, including her closelyguarded relationships with her husband of nearly fifty years, Carl Dean, and her lifelong
friend Judy Ogle. What emerges is a unique portrait of a strong woman who took control of
her life, her music and a successful business career with resolute determination.

Omnibus Press • PB • Music

9781 78305622 4

$21.99

Sheldon Press • PB • Coping with illness & specific conditions

978 18470935 85

$18.99

David Bowie: Music for Heroes
David Buckley
An album by album, track by track, examination of every song released by Bowie from his
early singles, through the Ziggy Stardust era, the Eno/Berlin trilogy, the solo years, Tin
Machine and his most recent work, including The Next Day. Features include: - A detailed
album by album, track by track analysis. - A separate section on compilations of early
material and hits collections. - Eight page colour section. - A David Bowie timeline.

Omnibus Press • PB • Music

978 17803898 82

$19.99

That’s Entertainment: My Life in The Jam
Rick Buckler and Ian Snowball
Rick Buckler's autobiography is the first from a member of The Jam, who some considered
were the ultimate Mod band. Rick tells The Jam story from growing up in Woking and
meeting fellow members Paul Weller and Bruce Foxton at school, through their formation
in 1972 and tells of the band's early years before signing to Polydor records. He provides a
year by year account of The Jam's progress whilst describing what it was like being a part
of the music industry during the 70's and 80's and some of the characters who he met
along the way including the Ramones, John Entwistle, Sid Vicious, Blondie, Boy George
and Paul McCartney. Rick shares his own experiences and thoughts about what it was like
to be in one of the UK's most successful bands who spent a great deal of time recording,
performing and touring. Following The Jam's split in 1982, Rick gives a candid account of
how he coped and his subsequent relationship with Paul and Bruce.

Omnibus Press • PB • Music

978 17830579 48

$29.99

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN DICTIONARY
THe Macmillan Australian Dictionary and Thesaurus range
provides a comprehensive and up-to-date reference of
Australian English. With dictionaries suitable for primary
students through to adults this range is the perfect reference
for school, home and office.

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN

QTY:

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN

QTY:

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN POCKET

DICTIONARY

POCKET DICTIONARY

DICTIONARY & THESAURUS BUNDLE

ISBN 9781742619972

ISBN 9781742619965

ISBN 9781742619996

RRP $49.99

RRP $27.99

RRP $37.99

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN STUDENT

QTY:

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN STUDENT

QTY:

MACMILLAN AUSTRALIAN PRIMARY

DICTIONARY 2ND EDITION

THESAURUS 2ND EDITION

DICTIONARY 2ND EDITION

ISBN 9781742619958

ISBN 9781743538913

ISBN 9781742619941

RRP $24.99

RRP $24.99

RRP $21.99

INVOICE TO:
ACCOUNT NAME:
ADDRESS:

CUSTOMER #:
ORDER #:

TO PLACE AN ORDER, speak with your sales rep
or contact our customer service team on
PH: 02 4390 1300 FAX: 02 4390 1333
or EMAIL: ADSCS@ALLIANCEDIST.COM.AU

QTY:

QTY:

